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ABSTRACT'

Reconfigurable haldware, has traditionally been used to replace a gl'oup of static

logic on a cilcuit. The leprogrammable natule of these devices, specifically Field Pro-

grammable Gate Anays (FPGAs) has not been ftrlly exploited. The research carried on in

support of this thesis is a part of a greater scope to find unique applications for reprogram-

mable hardware.

Fault emulation is a novel application of reprogrammable hardware. Two imple-

mentations of a fault emulator are presented here. The first, attempts to use the dynami-

cally rcconfigurable architecture of certain FPGAs to perform fault insertion using partial

reconfiguration. The second implementation uses scalable high capacity FPGAs. This

methodology switches in fault models, that have been built into the emulated design.

A secondary objective of this thesis is to examine some of the characteristics of

various Built-In Self-Test (BIST) techniques. The two techniques examined are based on

Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs) and Circular Self-Test Path (CSTP) methodolo-

gies.
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CE{APT'ER 1

ÏTqT'ROMUCT'ÏON

1.1 Purpose

In the past the traditional approach to logic design has followed one of two routes.

The first was to use discrete logic chips, which required considerable arca overhead, but

was reasonably affordable. The second alternative was to build an Application Specific

Integrated Circuit (ASIC) which greatly rcduced the area, but was substantially more

costly for low volume production. As technology ftirther developed, Programmable Logic

Devices (PLDs) became a cost effective altemative for some ASIC and discrete logic

designs. The initial PLDs were based on arrays of logic that could be interconnected. The

interconnect technology was limited to two families: fused based and transistor based. The

transistor based programming technology includes: Erasable Programmable Read Only

Memory transistors (EPROM), and Electronically Erasable Programmable Read Only

Memory transistors (EEPROM)161.

PLDs worked well for implementing simple logic functions but lacked the com-

plexity to accommodate all ASIC type designs. A major drawback was that these devices

lacked the ability to create latches, and thus could only be programmed for combinational

logic.

During the mid 1980's a new technology emerged to fill the gap between PLDs,

and ASIC technology. In 1985, Xilinx Corporation released the first commercial Field

Richard V/ieler Masters Thesis 199s



CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)[61. The initial capacity numbercd only a few hundred

gates, but has since incrcased to over 50,000 gate devices. This has given rise to the possi-

bility of implementing many ASIC designs in a programmable device at a significant cost

reduction.

Our initial intetest in FPGAs for research was to exploit the reproglammability of

the chips. To date FPGAs have been used essentially as "gllre logic" in most applications,

taking the place of discrete logic chips, as well as in place o1'smaller ASICs. The exploita-

tion of the reproglammable natule of the FPGA has not been filly explored. One immedi-

ate application would be to use the FPGAs in an emulation environment. The initial focus

of the research was to rcplace simulation by emulation, however most simulation technol-

ogy has developed to the point that there might not be a significant advantage to justify

switching to hatdwale. Consequently a simulation target was sought where the simula-

tions were not running in an efficient manner. It was discovered that fault simulations

involving feed back loops, could not be effectively simulated because the parallelism of

the simulation was lost, due to the feedback loops. Thus, this area of emulation became

our research target with the aim to build a fault emulation system that would exploit the

reprogrammable nature of the FPGA architecture as much as possible.

1.2 Introduction to Field Programmable Gate Arrays

The concept of f,eld programmable gate affays has been in existence since the

early I970's[4] although it was not commercialized until 1985. The technology has slowly

developed and is now a multi-million dollar industry. One of the main technological barri-

ers to be overcome by companies manufacturing Field Proglammable Gate Anays, was

the feature size. As the device feature size has shrunk, the ability to put more and more

logic on a reasonable sized die has increased. In addition, as the feature size shrunk the

Richard \Vieler Masters Thesis 1995



CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

speed of the devices has also increased. These factors have lead the FPGA to be a com-

melcially acceptable alternative to medium and large scale application specific integrated

circuitry.

There are several large manufacturers in the FPGA industry today. The program-

ming technology falls into four basic categories: static RAM based, anti-ftlse based,

EPROM, and EEPROM transistor based. Some of the majol FPGA manulàcturers include

Xilinx, Actel, Altera, AT&T, and Atn-rel. A partial listing can be seen in Table I .l .

a. Algotronix was bought by Xilinx, but is
included in this list, as it was used for a

major portion of the thesis research.

The anti-fuse based FPGA is an architecture that relies on a one-time program-

ming sequence to configure the chip. The programming is achieved by sending high volt-

age pulses across a matrix of connections in order to connect two layers of routing, and

Thble 1.1 Major FPGA Manufacturers

Primary
Programming
Technology

Xilinx

EPROM &
Static RAM

Static RAM

Static RAM

StAtiC RAM

Richad Wieler Masters Thesis r995



CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

thus connecting associated logic and I/O. This type of FPGA architecture cannot be used

in a reconfigurable system because it can only be pl'ogrammed once.

EPROM technology can be reprogrammed, however, it is not easily reprogrammecl

in-circuit. To reprogram an EPROM device it must subjected to ultraviolet light, and then

is usually programmed in a special programming device. For FPGAs using EEPROM pro-

gramming technology, a significant amount of extra overhead would be needed to make

the FPGA in-circuit l'eprogrammable, including additional voltage sources.

The static RAM based alchitecture can be split into two main categories; look up

tables and multiplexer based. The look up table architecture is a large grained architecture

that allows for a relatively large number of inputs (usually between four and ten), and one

ol' two outputs. The basic design of a look up table cell is that of a small memory block.

The logical output of each combination of inputs is stored in the table. The output from the

table can then be fed out to a latch, or directly out to the next cell. The multiplexer based

SRAM architecture uses the SRAM to control multiplexers, which then route the incom-

ing signals to the appropriate logic gates. This architecture is primarily used with a fine

grained FPGA design, (i.e. one consisting of 2to 3 inputs and a single output).

Because the SRAM based FPGA is configured each time it is powered up, multiple

uses of a single FPGAs are possible. It is also possible to reprogram the FPGA while in-

circuit. This reconf,gurability allows for the possibility of incorporating a reconfigurable

part in a fixed system architecture, and it is this possibility that was the initial basis of this

thesis.

1.3 Reconfigurable FPGA Based Systems

The concept of using a reconûgurable device in an otherwise non-rcconfigurable

system, as a reconfigurable part, has been looked at from a numbet of different angles.

Some research has been done in using the reconfigurable parts in a stable system. This is

Richard Wieler Masters Thesis 1995



CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

defined as a system in which the reconfigurable part does not change its configuration

while the system is running. This type of system may be reconfigured and nsed for some

new application at a later time. This is the most common type of reconfigurable system.

Some examples of this type of system are as follows.

Quick Turn Technology has built a system around a large number of FPGAs and

Field Programmable Inter-Connect (FPIC) chips. A large design (millions of gates or

more) is then downloaded to these systems which act as an emulator. This type of emula-

tion technology allows fol fast prototyping of Very Large Scale Integrated Circuitry

(VLSD designs. Once it has been programmed, the system remains stable and unchanged

until the next design is ready to be emulated. This is one example of a scalable multiple

FPGA based system that may be fully reconfigured for multiple uses. Other examples

include the BORG board, SPLASH boards, and the TM-l (Transmogrifier) board, which

are all based on the same principle and are designed for use in various applica-

tions[8][3][7].

Another approach to reconf,gurable systems is to use a reconf,gurable part in a sta-

ble system where the reconfigurable part may be reprogrammed while the rest of the sys-

tem continues to run. There has been much less research in this area, but one company

with some experience in this area is the Virtual Computer Corporation (VCC). VCC has

produced a small board, based on an SBus interface, on which is mounted a Xilinx part

and some RAM.[9] The concept behind this is to use ttre FPGA as a reconfigurable co-

processor, and to be able to run certain time consuming algorithms in the hardware. There

is a conf,guration for each algorithm, with the data stored in RAM. During an application

the necessary configulations are downloaded as required. This is an example of an appli-

cation in which the entire FPGA device is reconfigured while the rest of the system contin-

ues to run. This is a unique concept, not presently being implemented by many others.

Richard Wieler Masters Thesis r99s



CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

There has been research into the area of combining FPGAs and other processors on the

same die, and the general conclusion drawn is that the trade-off between arealspeed, with

the increased functionality and flexibility gained by the FPGA usage is a promising com-

promise[1]t2lt5l.

Out' initial research efforts focused on finding applications of dynamically recon-

lìgurable systems. These were to be systems where the FPGA could be paltially or fully

reconfigured while the rest of the system was still in operation. This task w¿rs made more

difÏcult because of the lack of availability of fully dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs.

"i."4 Scope

The wolk done for this thesis focuses on two primary systems. The fir'st system

was built around an Algotronix CHS2X4board, and the second system was built on an

Aptix Programmable Circuit Board (PCB) using Xilinx FPGAs. The initial work, covered

in Chapter Two, descdbes the design of a fault emulation system using the Algotronix

1024 FPGA. Using a manufacturer supplied board, fault emulation was accomplished by

dynamically inserting faults into the FPGA platform. This approach fully exploited the

dynamically reprogrammable nature of the Algotronix FPGA, and used a custom C based

library of control commands to run the emulation process.

The second stage of this work moved on to using a non-dlmamically reprogram-

mable device (the Xilinx 4010) to achieve the same goal as above. This involved a trade-

off of hardwae overhead to make up for the non-dynamic architecture of the FPGA. This

platform was centered on an Aptix PCB using two Aptix 1024 Field Programmable Inter-

Connect chips (FPIC). The control structure for this emulator was based around the HP

75000 test station. This is discussed in Chapter Thrce.

6
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

The purpose of both of these projects was to show the viability of using an FPGA

based system as a fault emulation tool. If the emulator was capable of evaluating difficult

to simulate test strategies, at the same speed as the easy to simulate test strategies, the

emulator would be deemed successful.

Chaptel Four presents general conclusions on the work done and possible recom-

mendations for ftiture work in both the area of FPGA based emulation as well as reconfis-

urable applications of FPGAs.

An appendix with an introduction to testing, and a glossaly of the acronyms used

in the thesis are included at the end of the document.
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2.1 Introduction

The original motive for this research was to find novel applications, that would

exploit the reprogrammable nature of FPGAs. This was originally defined as applications

that required dynamic rcconfiguration. Algotlonix produced an FPGA well suited for such

applications. Algotronix also produced a PC bus based board with an array of up to nine of

the CAL1024 chips. This board is known as the CHS2X4 Custom Computer. This product

became the platform for our initial research.

It should be mentioned that after our research had started in this area, Algotronix

was bought by Xilinx and no longer provided support for their products. This limited the

amount of research carried out on this platform, and eventually led to the decision to try

and build a Xilinx based emulation svstem.

2.2 Architecture of the CALü024

The CAL 1024 is an SRAM based FPGA that uses a sea of gates architecture. The

CALL024 is an anay of 32by 32 cells, in which each cell contains interconnections to its

four neighbouring cells, and a functional unit. The function unit allows for the implemen-

tation of twenty functions including all one and two input boolean functions, latches, and

constant output (zero or one) functions. The CAL 1024 is considered a fine grained FPGA,
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as all the ftinctions have at most

array is shown in Figure 2.1.'ft,e

two inputs, and one output. The general structurc of the

ftinctional unit is shown in Fisure 2.2.

Figure 2.1 CAL|024 Array Structure

The functional units and the cell to cell routing are controlled by static RAM cells

called control store RAM. There are no routing channels with this architecture, and

because of this the routing resources reduce the number of function units available. That is

to say, if all the routing resources of a cell are being used for general routing purposes the

North In
South

East I
Vy'est In

G1
G2

North In
South In

East In
West In

F igure 2.2Algotronix Functional U nit

Functional
Unit
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functional unit of that cell becomes unusable, as there is no way to input ol output signals

from that functional unit. This was one of the major limitations of this technology.

The control store elements may be accessed by the user, and individual blocks of

RAM can be rcset by down-loading the new control information to those blocks only. This

enables partial reconfignration on the cell level, a feature exploited by the emulator. The

actual manipulation of cell data was controlled by a set of C routines provided by the man-

ufacturer.

Another very useful feature of the CALI024 control store RAM was the inclusion

of one bit, that contained the present state of the outpnt of the functional unit. The ability

to read back the state of any functional unit meant complete observability of the circuit

withont having to dedicate exûa lines or pads for observation purposes. Because the I/O

were not needed to observe the state of the circuit, the "output" from the emulator, could

be placed in any physical location on the CHS2X4 board. This feature allows for more

flexibility in the floor-planning stage of the design flow.

The cellular structure of the CALL024 allows for transparent boundaries when cas-

cading the chips in an anay. The I/O have a unique pad sharing scheme which uses a three

level logic scheme, that allows an input and output signal to share the same padl15]. This

feature reduces the I/O count, and simplifies the cascaded setup.

2.3 The CHS2X4 Board

The CHS2X4 consists of an anay of up to nine CAL1024 chips, of which eight are

available to the user while one is dedicated for control purposes. The board has a PC/AI

bus based interface through which all communications to the board ale handled. The

board also has set of RAM banks, which were not utilized for this ploject. All communica-

tions with the board where handled through a set of manufacturer supplied C routines.

10
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This enables the user to manipulate such tasks as cell output tead back, routing manipula-

tion, and most importantly for this research, cell ftlnctionality.

When generating a design for the emulation, standard schematic capture tools

could be used, or the designer could hand place and route the design using the Algotronix

Configurable Logic Array Editor' (CLARE). After a number of design attempts it was real-

izedthat CLARE was the only way to place and route design of any practical size.

The single CHS2X4 boald had a rnaximum capacity of 16,384gates. The usable

capacity of the system was much less, as many of the ftinctional units could not be used in

cells where the routing resources werc already being used. This limited the size of circuit

emulated, but was not the major constraining factor. Instead the software used to compile

the designs for emulator was the major constraining factor. It could not compile designs of

this size due to memorv limitations.

2.4 Emulation Methodology for Stuck at Faults

A variety of emulation methodologies have been investigated and will be dis-

cussed. They are all based on the following principles. The circuit under test is first loaded

onto the emulator for testing. The faults can then be dynamically injected on an individual

basis. The circuit is tested one fault at a time. Multiple faults are not considered. From

these principles three emulation methods have evolved.

The first method is sequential emulation, the basis of which is as follows. The

golden (fault free) circuit downloaded to the emulator. This circuit is then clocked for the

duration of the test cycle, for illustration say 10,000 cycles. The signature is then recorded

and the circuit is reset. A fault model is now loaded into the circuit, and is again clocked

for the duration of the test. The new signature is recorded and stored for analysis. This

continues, until all of the faults have been checked. This methodology maximizes the

available arca for the circuit under test, but is also the slowest method for fault grading, as

11
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faults arc not dropped once they are detected. However, this is the fastest method when the

entire test cycle must exercised, as the emulation control software does not interrupt the

notmal clocking cycles to check signatures, or compare bits duling the test cycle. The pro-

cedure is illustrated in Fisul'e 2.3.

Signature

Modus Operandi

-Faults selected from Fault List
-Fault-fi'ee circuit emulated
-Faulty cilcuit emulated
-Signatures compared

Figure 2.3 Sec1uential. Emul.ation H)ith Single SignatLn'es

The second method, shown in Figure 2.4, still allows for maximum circuit size, but

rcduces the testing time by reading multiple signatures. The golden circuit signatures are

initially recorded at some set intervals. When the faulty circuit is tested, the test pauses at

the given interval and analyses the signature off line. If the signatures do not match the

fault can be dropped and a new fault inserted. If the signatures do match, the test continues

through the next interval and the process is repeated. The testing time will be reduced by a

factor, dependant on how early each fault was dropped. The off board comparison time is

negligible in comparison to the total test time. In this case the use of the C routines to con-

trol the board ftinctions is very advantageous as the compare routines can be written into

the same program that controls the emulation. In this way the host processor is used to

supplement the emulator haldwate, and becomes a part of the emulation system. This is

functionally opposed to most applications of FPGAs used for custom computing

T2

Signatures compaled
rupon cornpletion of the
test, e.g. 10,000 cycles
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machines. In most applications the custom computet is used to augment the calculation

done on the host processot', not the other way around

Mu ltiple Signatule Recolded
e.g. 100,.1000, ancl 10,000 iterations

Signature Registe

Modus Operandi

-Faults selected from Fault List
-Fault-free circuit emulated
-Faulty circuit emulated
-Multiple signatures compared

Figure 2.4 Sec¡uential Emulation vvith Multiple Sig,natures

The thitd method, denoted as simultaneous emulation and shown in Figure 2.5,

should be the fastest, howevsr, it trades off speed fol allowable circuit size. With this

method, two circuits are loaded to the emulator'. One is considered the golden circuit and

the other will be designated the faulty circuit. The outputs from the two circuits ar.e wired

to a comparator. The faults are injected individually as in the previous schemes. As the cir-

cuits are clocked the output of the comparator is checked once every clock cycle. As soon

as the comparator signal goes high, it signals that the fault has been detected, and the test

is halted. The circuit is then reset, and a new fault injected, and the process is repeated.

The test of the comparator output is controlled through the same software program that

controls the other emulator functions.

Of the three methodologies ptesented, only methods one and three are really

needed. For fault grading, and detectability profiles, method three is preferred. To test for

t3

Signatures cornparecl
off board at multiple
intervals, e.g. 100, 1000
and 10,000 itelations
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Fault Detected

Modus Operandi
-Faults selected from Fault List
-Both circuits emulated
simultaneously
-Bits stleams compaled on line
-On cletection, next fault iniected

Figure 2.5 Simultaneous EmulutÌon

aliasing method one is preferrcd as it is necessary to clock the circuit to the completion of

the test cycle, and method one is the fastest method to achieve this.

2.5 Fault Grading, and Detectability

The 74LS81, a four bit ALU[16], was chosen as the initial circuit used to test the

emulator. The 74LS181 is a combinational circuit that has been widely used as a bench-

mark for various test methodologies[17]. The procedures used in this research can be

extended to larger and more complex circuits, however, the physical limitations with the

Algotronix software prevented the design from increasing in size. This size restraint is the

main factor that lead to work on the Xilinx based emulation system.

Initially when testing the 74LSi81, the simultaneous emulation method (method

3) was used. V/ith both circuits, the golden and faulty circuit, the emulation system was

very close to its maximum capacity.

The first task of the emulator was to fault grade the circuit. This involves injecting

faults, and observing whether the fault propagates to the output. This does not involve

using a signature compaction scheme. The purpose of this test is to merely find out if a

.Signature Reg
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fault's behaviour is obser.¿able at the output, whereas the detectability is a measure of how

often or how easily the faulty behaviour manifests itself at the output. The test vector gen-

eration for both the fault grading and detectability tests, was provided by a maximal length

I6 bit LFSR. Flom the LFSR fonrteen bits wele tapped and fecl to the inputs of the circuit.

This proviclecl for a maximum of 2Ia-l possible input vectors.

The fault list t-or the ALU consisted of 314 equivalent stuck-at faults. Because the

Algotronix FPGA allows for a maximum of two inputs per gate, three or greater input

gates were implemented with the appropriate cascaded two input gate equivalents. This

does not effect fault coverage, as the 74LS 181 is ftrlly observable. When testing cilcuits

with an undetermined or less than l00o/o observability, faults arising from the cascaded

version of multiple input gates could be taken into consideration when defining the fault

grading and detectability profiles in order to reflect the actual statistics of the original

model. A one to one mapping between the original circuits and emulation implementa-

tions can be easily generated and this will ensure that only faults which colrespond to the

original model are taken into consideration.

Fault grading of the ALU resulted in all of the faults being observed within about

350 cycles for several different seeds. Once the fault has been observed, the circuit is reset

and the next fault is injected. Using this process and running the computer at a reduced

bus speed of 8 MHz, the entire circuit was fault graded in approximately one minute. This

process could take longer if for irstance there werc faults that werc harder to detect. How-

ever', for a given set of faults the procedure will run in the same amount of time regardless

of the complexity of the circuit. As well, as the circuit increases in size the time needed to

fault grade will only incrcase at a rate based on the size of the fault set, not the circuit size

itself. Emulation time is dependent on the delay associated with the critical paths in the

circuit which may be dependant on circuit size. It can be said however that the emulation

15
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time is essentially independent of circuit size. This is a major advantage of emulation sys-

tems and is not the case with simulators.

The detectability of the faults was the next task performed. This test was imple-

mented in the followins manner. Individual faults were iniected into the circuit under test.

The circuit was then .f].f."¿ for 2t4 cycles to insure tt'," rno¡ority of possible input pattern

were covered. The outpnts t'om both the golden ancl tàulty circuits were used as inputs to

a comparator circuit. Each time the comparator observed a fault, it was recorded. The

detectability was then calculated as follows:

o,D:1

t6

(2.r)

where D is defined as the detectability of the fault, Op is the number of times the fault is

observed and Ca is the total number of cycles. The detectability profile of the 74LSl81

can be seen in Figule 2.6.

0.4 0.5 0Ë 0.7
Detectability

Figure 2.6 Detectability Prortle of the 74LSI8l
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2.6 Stuck-at Fault Emulation Results

The initial BIST scheme implemented was the LFSR scheme. This is a standard

structure for most BIST implementations. When testing the LFSR scheme, only method

one and three were employed. Method three, simultaneous emulation with multiple signa-

tures, was used to quiclily observe whether all the faults in the circuit were detected by the

LFSR. It was expected that the LFSR would detect all the faults, as the I4LS18 I is l00olo

fault observable. The initial emulation results showed that the LFSR did detect all faults.

The second test assigned to the emulator was to check for aliasing of the LFSR.

This was accomplished using method one, sequential emulation using a single signature.

Once it was known that the circuit was l00o/o detectable by the LFSR, it had to be ascer-

tained whether any of the signaturcs would alias. To establish this the circuit was clocked

to the end of the nomal test cycle, and the signature analysed. As long as the signature did

not match the good signature, aliasing had not occurred. Each fault was analysed and it

was found that no fault caused the LFSR to alias.

Circular Self-Test Path (CSTP) was the second scheme to be implemented on the

emulator. The conf,guration of the test path is shown in Figure 2.7.From Figure 23 itcan

be seen that four of the primary outputs are fed back to four of the primary inputs (F0-F3

and B0-83 respectively) as "active inputs". The other primary inputs are set to a "0" value

as "non-active inputs" to form the ALU CSTP test conf,guration.

As mentioned earlier, the signature for a CSTP scheme can be taken as a combina-

tion of the content of any of the registers in the test path, or as a single bit stream from one

of the registers in the test path. For our tests all the registers in the test path werc used to

analyse the signature. This allows for a signature length of 22 (14 inputs, and 8 outputs).
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Figure 2.7 Four Bit ALU CSTP Configuration

As with the LFSR scheme, all the faults were detected and no aliasing was found to be

occurring.

As the CSTP scheme has not been widely tested, it was decided to augment the

previous tests with other tests that would explore some of the statement made in [18]. The

first of these tests was to examine the probability of any of any bit remaining in a single

state. Krasniewski and Pilarski have stated that after a short period, the probability of any

bit being set to one should approach 0.5. This was verified on the emulator, as the proba-

bility of one on all the inputs diverged to 0.5 with an actual count of 0.49657 over 10,000

cycles.

The other property of CSTP examined was state-space coverage. The state-space

coverage was implemented for three randomly chosen eight bit input taps, of which the

chosen eight bits included a hybrid of "inactive inputs" and "active inputs". The state cov-

erage at diftorent cycle lengths are given in Table 2.2.Thtee randomly selected eight bit

words for this experiment are denoted Tap 1, Tap 2, and Tap 3. We noted that after 10,000

cycles nearly l\OVo of the states are generated on all three taps. This verifies that the

r8
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CSTP registers will cover most possible states in a reasonable number of clock cycles.

This is essential for any test pattem generation scheme, and these findings show that

CSTP appears to be a viable alternative to LFSR based test generators.

Table 2.2 State Coverage of Inputs

Cycles Tap I Tap 2 Tap3 Average

100 3"7.81o/o 33.20o/o 32.03o/o 34.35o/o

1 000 97.2'7o/o 96.88o/o 96.48o/o 96.88o/o

10,000 100.00o/o 99.610/o 99.610/o 99.14o/o

It is important to note that the test performed on the CSTP scheme took the same

amount of time as the test performed on the LFSR scheme. This should not be the case if a

simulator was used. The ability to develop an verify diffelent BIST strategies such as

CSTP, will not only help to increase the new BIST techniques acceptance, but will also

decrease the time for a system to be validated. Although the CUT being used was a very

basic design, this methodology can easily be extended to larger and more complex

desisns.

2.7 Delay Fault Testing

Transition delay faults are defined as faults caused by slow transitions occurring on

a line on the circuit. Because the state of the line is either slow to rise or slow to fall the

state of the line may at times have erroneous values when the registers in the circuit are

clocked. In many ways delay faults appear to manifest themselves as a stuck-at faults. Dif-

ferences include the fact transition faults only manifest themselves when the value of the

line changes state. For example a slow to rise fault may only manifest itself for one clock

r9
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cycleif thestateof thelineis"0, I, 1, l"wheleasastuck-at-zero faultwouldbemani-

fested for three of the four cycle.

Several paradigms for implementing the transition delay fault were explored. The

fir'st example can be seen in Figure 2.8. The proposed model consists of three similar cir-

cuits. The first circuit is designated the golden circuit. The second circuit is the circuit in

which the stuck-at fàults are injected on. On the thild circuit is a golden cilcuit, that is

delayed by one clock cycle. When a fault is obsel'ved at the output of the faulty circuit, the

delayed circuit is probed to find out the delayed value of the line under test. If the delayed

circuit test point and the test point on the faulty circuit have the same value, the delay fault

is observable, and should be detectable with most testing schemes.

Figure 2,8 Delay Fault Paradigm #l ,for a Slow to Rise Transition Delay Fault

Implementation of the above paradigm was attempted. Unfortunately the Algotro-

nix software could not compile a design of this size, due to PC memory constraints.

Because of this set back a second delay fault paradigm was defined.

The second method, shown in Figure 2.9, is less hardware intensive and is imple-

mented by augmenting the golden circuit with flip-flops. The flip-flop acts a shadow regis-
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ter of the previous state of the line connected to it. Because of the routing constraints of

the emulatoL, not all of the delay faults were tested. Instead the lines with the 10 least

detectable stuck-at-zero and the ten least detectable stuck-at-one faults, were chosen to

evaluate the corresponding ten slow to rise and ten slow to fall faults.

Test
Point

Out

Outputs

Test
Point

Delaved Line Out

Figure 2.9 Delay Fault Paradigm#2,for a Slow to FallTransilion Delay Fault

Due to the similar nature of delay and stuck-at faults, the following approach was

used to evaluate the delay faults. When evaluating a slow to fall fault, a stuck-at-one fault

must be used in the fault injected circuit in order to determine the detectability. Likewise a

slow to rise fault uses a stuck-at-zero fault to test for detectability. If the stuck-at-zero fault

of line / is detected there is a probability (determined by the zero controllability of line /)

that the slow to dse fault will also be detected, as the slow to rise fault must be in a low

state during the previous clock cycle if it is to be detected.

From the test it was determined that all of the transition delay faults tested were

observable. The detectability of the faults were not calculated, but could be examined with

some minor changes to the circuitry.
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The second paradigm is sufficiently efficient for testing most delay faults, as it

should only be necessary to test delay faults where the stuck-at fault has a low detectabil-

ity, since the transition faults corresponding to those shrck-at faults have a lower detecta-

bility |91.

2"8 Algotronix Based Ð¡nulaúor: Rants and Raves

The system described above, is by no means a polishecl commercial ploduct. It

does address the question of whether FPGA technology is a viable platform on which to

base a fault emulation system. The answer to this question is yes. In this section the short-

comings, and assets of an emulation system using Algotronix FPGAs will be discussed.

The first issue to address is the speed of the system. Although the emulator time

was relative fast, it could be greatly imploved by changing the clocking system. The clock

is generated by commands issue in the C routines used to control the boald. This means

that the maximum firquency of the system is 4 MHz. However the potential speed of the

emulator, although being design dependant, is faster with the design currently being

implemented. A clock on board the CHS2X4 or on chip should increase clocking speed by

avoiding the PC bus bottleneck.

The architecture of the CAL 1024, is not entirely perfect for implementing

designs. Specifically the sea of gates approach, although excellent for local communica-

tions, and inter-chip communication, is very difficult to implement for bus based designs.

The addition of routing channel architecture to such a chip would be invaluable. The

greater routing resources would mean both increased utilization of the functional units as

well as the ability to implement larger, and more complex designs in a smaller physical

area.

22
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One of the advantages of the CAL architecture, is its fine grained implementation.

Although fined grained FPGAs are currently in disfavour as a general FPGA architecture,

they are well suited for emulation based applications. Fine grained architectule makes it

possible to manipulated the design a gate level with the greatest of simplicity. For

instance, even if it was possible to reconfigure a Xilinx part at the look up table level, the

user would still have to deal with up to an eight input function that rnay be implementing

the logic for a number of gates in a design. With the fine grained architecture, each func-

tional unit corresponds to a single gate on the emulated design. This one to one mapping is

a great advantage when attempting to extract infomation from the emulator.

The other super'b feature of the CAL architecture is the single bit of control store

RAM used to store the current state of the outputs of the functional units. This feature

allows complete observability of the FPGA with a minimum of I/O pin overhead. This

feature is found only on the CAL FPGA and is ideally suited for emulation technology. To

implement this level of observability on any commercial FPGA would involve dedicating

an output pin for each FPGA or capturing the outputs, in registers and shifting them out.

Either scheme is impractical as the largest limitations of FPGAs include register imple-

mentation (usually one per logic unit) and pin count (there are always more logic units

than pins on arì FPGA).

2.9 Chapter Summary

In this chapter a unique fault emulation scheme based on an Algotronix CHS2X4

board based platform has been presented. The emulation uses the advantages of fine

grained FPGAs to fault grade, and test BIST schemes for both stuck-at faults and transi-

tion delay faults.
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The tests performed using the emulator have shown that CSTP is an effective

BIST strategy, and that CSTP and other BIST schemes can be examined with equal effi-

ciency, regardless of the BIST cimit complexity.
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3.X Introduction

Due to limitations of the Algotronix based emulator discussed in Chapter 2, anew

emulation platform was developed. This emulator relied on the scalability of reconfigura-

ble hardware, instead of the need for dvnamic reconf,guration as a basis for the emulation

process.

This second generation emulator is based on an Aptix Field Programmable Circuit

Board (FPCB), which includes two Aptix 1024R Field Programmable Interconnect

Devices (FPIDs). Four Xilinx XC40i0PG191 FPGAs are mounted on the FPBC. The

emulator is controlled off-board by a HP VXI test station. The complete emulator configu-

ration is shown in Figure 3.1. Included in this figure is the Aptix G2 FPCB and the hard-

ware and software needed to interface to the data IIO and control lines. A photograph of

the emulator board is shown in Fisure 3.2.

3.2 Xilinx Architecture

The Xilinx 4010 FPGA

Logic Blocks (CLBs) arranged

an SRAM based FPGA. It contains 400 Configurable

a 20 by 20 array formation. The FPGA is capable of

IS
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lnterface
Daushter Boald

FPGA Down Load

DIP Sockets

Figure 3,1 Emulator with Harclware and Softwerre Intetfoce

implementing approximately 10,000 gates. The FPGA routing architecture is imple-

mented through routing channels, connected by an array of switch maûÌces.

The 4000 series FPGA logic architecture is based on Configurable Logic Blocks

(CLBs) consisting of two four input Lookup Tables (LUTs) and one three input LUT as

shown in Figure 3.3. The CLB is capable of implementing any two independent four input

functions, any ûve input function and some frinctions of up to nine inputs. The CLB con-

Figure 3.2 Photograph of the Emulator Board

Mentor

NeoCAD

APTIX

Xilinx

Xilinx 4olos-----Þ

ffi%,,ruffi
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CI C2C3C4

utpr.rts

Figure 3.3 Architecture of the Xilinx 4000 Series CLB

tains two latches, and thus can latch any of the outputs from either the four input LUTs or'

the three input LUTt6lt20l.

The Xilinx FPGA cannot be partially rcconfigured. It is rcconfigurcd through a

single bit-stream, which is stored in the conf,guration RAM. The inability to partially

reconfigure the device was the reason why the Xilinx FPGA was not initially chosen as a

platform for emulation. Due to the large capacity of the Xilinx architecture and the tools

available, the FPGA can be configured to such an extent that the dynamically reconfigura-

ble elements missing from the FPGA architecture can be added as overhead to the circuit

being emulated.

The XC4010 has 160 inpuloutput blocks (IOBs). The reasonable high IOB count

was one of the reasons the XC4010 was chosen. When partitioning designs over multiple

chips, one of the key constraints becomes the availability of I/O pins.

Inputs^t-- o-l
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3.3 The Aptix Field Programmable Circuit Board

The Aptix FPCB is a multi-layer circuit board on which is situated a dual in-line

pin array, consisting of 1552 pins. On the board are two 1024R FPIDs, each capable of

ploviding 1024 interconnections. The board is divided into tr,vo regions, with one of the

FPIDs in each region. There are also a number of global signals that can cross the bound-

aly between the two regions.

The FPCB, although reprogrammable, is not easily reconfìgurable in terms of the

hardware placed on the board. This is due to a number of factors. First, because the board

uses a dual in-line package (DIP) type of pin array, adaptels are needed to place any of the

Xilinx FPGAs (with the exception of the ){C2064) on the board. For the XC4010 FPGAs

used in the emulator, this meant inserting both a 192 dttal in-line pin adapter on the Aptix

board, and then inserting a 191 pin grid array FPGA onto the adapter. This is not an easy

process to accomplish manually. In this case a drill press, two pieces of soft compressible

styrofoam, and a great amount of care were used to accomplish the task. Once set in place

it was expected that the FPGAs would not be removed in the near future. The second con-

straint of Aptix board, is that power and ground pins cannot be routed through the FPIDs.

To facilitate the wiring of the power and ground connections a power plane is available to

all pins on the top layer of the board, and a ground plane is available to all pins on the bot-

tom layer of the board. To connect the power or ground planes, zero ohm resistors are sur-

face mounted between the power or ground plane and the associated pin. This means that

the placement of devices on the board, and the associated power and ground pins must be

known when initially planning a layout on the board. If the design is changed, the zero

ohm resisters used previously must be removed, and new ones soldered in place. This fur-

ther complicates reaffangement of devices on the FPCB.
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Once the board conûguration was decided upon, the Aptix board was well suited

for our emr¡lator application. The final configuration included four XC4010PG191

FPGAs, eight DIP sockets for interfacing with the Hewlett Packard test station, and four

sets of single in-line pins (SIPs) to attach to the Xilinx X-Checker cable used to program

the FPGAs. The FPGAs could have been configurecl to be connected in a daisy-chain con-

figuration for programming, and in this fashion there would only be one set of pins needecl

for the X-Checker cable. However, to allow more flexibility in the pin configulation it was

decided to have a separate set of pins for programming each FPGA. In this manner the

pins used for programming were unrestricted when also used for I/O. The final configula-

tion can be seen in Fisure 3.4

29
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Figure 3.4 Layout of the APTIX FPCB

Emulator Control Environment

A Hewlett Packard workstation, in conjunction with a HP VXI test station, were

to control the emulator. The workstation was runnine HP D20 test software. The D20
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spreadsheet environment was used to generate all control signals for the emulator. The

D20 software also sewed as the data storage and evaluation facility.

The one function that could not be genelated thlough the D20 software and VXI

test hardware, was the system clock. The software allows for a system clock, but the clock

must be generated at the end of each test cycle. In the configuration for the emulator a test

cycle was defined to be the entire clocking period. If this definition had been changed to

meet the sofltware requirements, the software still would not have been capable of running

the emulator, as it did not have the memory requirements for our tests (65,536 clock cycles

multiplied by 1964 tests, or approximately 129 million states). Instead the system clock

was generated by the oscillator on one of the Xilinx FPGAs. At the end of a test cycle a

trigger signal was generated from the FPGA and the tester disabled the clock until the next

test cycle was ready to begin.

3.5 Design Software

The designs were initially entered using Mentor Design Architect and a set of cus-

tom Xilinx based libraries. Once a design was completed it was saved as an XNF file. The

XNF file is an intermediate Xilinx design f,le. This f,le contains all the design infomation

but the design has not yet been mapped to the target technology. The XNF files are then

translated to a NeoCAD format. NeoCAD is the primary tool used to map, partition, place

and route the design.

3.5.1 Mapping the Design

The initial design used 1342 CLBs partition to four XC40i0 devices. Although the

NeoCAD design tools had worked quite well on smaller designs, it quickly became appar-

ent that for designs of this size some manipulation of the design flow was needed. The ini-

tial step in the design flow was the translation and mapping of the XNF file to an NCD

30
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NeoCAD fotmat. This was handled without any difflculties by the NeoCAD tools. When

this process was complete the resulting file contained an over-mapped design file. This is a

file where the logic and connections have been mapped to fit into the 4000 series CLBs.

Also included in this design file was new connectivity information. Many of the original

logic functions willhave been combined to fit into one logic block and thus the connectiv-

ity infolmation from the original design lìle, will differ from the connectivity between the

CLBs. Over-mapping lefers to the fact that there are more CLBs 03aD than will fit into

the target FPGA (the 4010 can hold 400 CLBs). It should be noted that at this point the

only information in the NCD files are the contents of the CLBs and the connectivity infor-

mation between the CLBs. An illustration of the mapping process is shown in Figure 3.5.

'--.4-

Figure 3.5 Generic Mapping of Logic to CLBr

3.5.2 Partitioning the Design

The next step in the design process is to partition the design to multiple FPGAs. In

this step the NeoCAD partitioning tool known as PRISM, divides the original design file

into four smaller design files, that are interconnected. This process must evaluate several

different factors when deciding how to implement the partitions.

a1
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Speed and timing factors can be critically affected if the partitioning is done in an

inefficient manner. For example, if a path in the circuit, defined as the logic between two

rcgisters, passes through four gates the partitioning softwarc should keep this group of

logic together on one chip if the speed of the design is to be kept at a maximum. If the four

gates al'e partitioned to four separate chips, the delay associated with this path will

increase not only from the delays associated between FPGA interconnections but also the

I/O pad delays and the internal routing between the I/0 pads and the logic block on each

chip.

Insuring that register to register paths remain on a single chip is also crucial when

evaluating the operating fi'equency of the final design. Currently timing specification are

only available on a chip by chip basis. Thus if a worst case maximum operating frequency

of 5 MHz is calculated by the Xilinx static timing analyser, it means that worst case oper-

ating fi'equency on a single FPGA is 5 MHz. If however, a path in the overall design is

split between the four chips, as mentioned above, the combined delay could very well

decrease the operating frequency of the emulator. For large designs, this type of informa-

tion is not cunently available from PRISM

Prism does have the ability to perform timing driven partitioning. This can be used

to specify a minimum operating frequency and PRISM, using worst case delay scenarios

will partition the design to meet that frequency. Unfortunately, this feature does not work

for large designs such as those implemented here.

When a design is partitioned, the partitioning process defines new inter-chip con-

nections. These connections are allocated I/O pins on each of the individual FPGAs and

each new set of connections sharcs the same I/O name. The Prism softwarc can evaluate

the new netlists, and create a file listing all interconnections between the various FPGAs.

32
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3.5.3 Place and Route

NeoCAD placed and routed each of the individual designs fol the emulator. Place-

ment is defined as allocating each of the CLBs to a physical location on the talget FPGA.

Routing is defined as allocating each connection or net to a physical louting channel on

the FPGA. The most clitical element determined by the place and route process is the on

chip delays. These delays ultimately define the frequency of the emulator. To guide the

place and route process, critical nets and timing constraints can be specified. NeoCAD

will attempt to meet the timing constraints, and continues the place and route process,

scoring each attempt based on the usel defined constraints. In this way, even if the design

does not meet the original timing criterion, the best attempt is clearly identified.

Once the place and route process is complete, the design is translated to a Xilinx

LCA format. This step is taken for two rcasons. Firstly the download cable provided by

NeoCAD is not curently in working order. Because of this a Xilinx download cable is

used and this cable uses a bit stream that is generated from the Xilinx makebits program.

Secondly, timing information could not be extracted for the design being implemented

using the NeoCAD timing analysis tools, and the only way to extract the timing data for

each of the FPGAs was to use the Xilinx static timing analyser. 'When the LCA file has

been created, the bit file was generated and the FPGA designs were individually down-

loaded.

3.5.4 Scicard Netlist
After the partitioned designs have been placed and routed, they are used to create a

scicard netlist. This netlist, generated by Prism, contains information such definitions of

the parts in the design, and the connections between each part. The netlist generated by

Prism is the basis for the final emulator netlist. At present other design information must

be entered by hand. In the future much of this can be automated. The additional informa-
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tion includes power and ground nets, and connections to the control DIPs, the data

retrieval DIPs and the connections to the download SIPs.

3.6 Emulation Methodology

The previous emulation methodology, described in Chapter 2, relied on dynami-

cally switching in and out fàult models. Because the dynamic reconfigurable technology

originally used is no longel in production it was decided to attempt to build a fäult enrula-

tor platform around a non-dynamic technology. This meant re-evaluating the fault inser-

tion methodology.

Dynamically replogramming the entire emulator was a possible method for exe-

cuting the fault insertion. This would mean compiling a new bit stream for each fault

model in the design. This process could be accomplished in two ways. One would be to

automatically produce a new netlist for each fault, by parsing the existing netlist, and

extracting the necessary design information. For each netlist a new bit stream would have

to be created, and downloaded to the emulator.

The second method would involve manipulating the bit file, to change only the bits

needed to implement the fault models. Unfortunately this method would also involve a

great deal of reverse engineering, as the bit stream conûguration is not public domain.

Due to the complexity of creating all the netlists, and the time involved in pro-

gramming the emulator, dynamic reprogramming was not considered a reasonable altema-

tive.

The altemative to dynamic rcproglamming and dynamic reconf,guration was static

reconfiguration. This is defined as a design that has built-in reconfigurable hardware, but

where the FPGA does not require reconf,guration. Essentially all the reconfiguration

needed was built into the emulated design. The fault models are programmed into the cir-

cuit at the design stage, and can be switched in or out through the use of multiplexers con-
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trolled off-board by the VXI test station. This design methodology trades off the hardware

resources of the FPGA with the speed needed to switch the multiplexed signal. For

instance, if dynamic reprogramming was used, the FPGA lesoltrces used would be less. At

the same time, the reprogramming of the emulator takes a considerably greatel amor¡nt of

time than the switching of a single multiplexer.

Each "fàult gate" consists of not only the regular gate in the original design but

also all the fault models for that gate and multiplexer haldware to switch in and out the

fault models. All the extra hardware is added at the design stage, through the use of a cus-

tom Xilinx library. For example, a simple AND gate is represented in the fault library by

all four of its fault models as well as the AND gate itself. This is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 Fault Emulator AND Gate Representalion,With Fault Models

On average for the designs now being implementation there is approximately a

l:12 gate ratio between a normal design and a design using the fault models. This ratio

includes the fault models and control ovelhead. Every gate used in the design must also

have a dedicated signal in order to put that gate into the TEST mode or the NORMAL
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mode. This signal must be decoded on the chip to save both pin count and to keep the I/O

bandwidth of the controller to a reasonable level.

The current configuration of the VXI tester allows the user to control and generate

64IlO signals, as well as another eight control signals. The definition for a control signal,

in terms of the tester, is that it is a single signal which can only be configurcd as an olrtput

from the test station. Table 3.3 shows a complete listing of signals and their designated

tester modules. Fault_Control[0-5] refers to the signals that control which type of fault

model is currently being accessed. Fault_Number[0-9] refers to the signals that control

which gate in the design is cunently in TEST mode. The Dataoutl}-3z1signals are the sig-

nals used to read back the signature of the BIST scheme. Not all of the signals were

needed for the designs actually emulated. The signal space was allocated on the basis of

future expansion of the system. Each Port on a module can only be used for one set of sig-

nals. For instance, the six unused signals on Module 1, Port 3 cannot be used unless the

Fault Number vector size is incrcased.

Current experimentation leads us to believe that the largest design possible would

number in the area of 600 gates. This is based on each fault model gate taking up approxi-

mately 2.5 CLBs including all overhead, a 957o utilization of the CLBs and using four

XC4010s each containing 400 CLBs. The 957o utilization is not unreasonable, as some

single chip designs built in our laboratory have reach a 1007o utilization with the 4000

series. However, when dealing with a multi-chip design, 95To utilization is probably all

that can be expected. The utilization approximation stated here is a heuristic figure, as the

actual CLB utilization is design dependant. The I/O utilization/capacity is a constraining

factor, as the I/O needed will most likely increase as the design size increases due to the

number of split nets in a partitioned design.
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Table 3.3 Listing and Distribution of Control Signals

The system size could be increased if commercial fault grading tools arc used to

preprocess the design. The preprocessing would isolate a relatively small set of gates with

detectabilities below a threshold. These gates would incur the overhead while the remain-

ing gates would be implemented directly.

3.7 Circuits Emulated

The initial circuit designed for the emulator consisted of an eight by eight bit

signed multiplier feeding into a sixteen bit ALU. This design was chosen because it

approached the maximum capacity of the emulator. The circuit should not have been diffi-

cult to test, as both the multiplier and ALU are 700Vo observable. The circuit can be seen

in Figure 3.7.The circuit was emulated using both the LFSR and CSTP BIST schemes.

Signal Name Module Configuration

Module 0, Output 0

Module 0, OLrtput I

Moclule 0, OutpLrt 2

ALU_S I Module 0. Outout 3

Module 0. Outout 4

Fault_ContLol[0-5] Module l, Polt 0

Fault_Nurnber[0-7] Module l, Port 2

Fault_Number[8-9] Module I, Polt 3

Dataout[0-7]

DataoutI l6-23] Module 2,Port2

Dataout[24-31] Module 2,Pot-t3
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Figure 3.7 ALU - Mul.tipl.ier CircuiL usedJor InitioL Tests

The above design was mappedro 1342 CLBs, which were partitioned to all four of

the available XC4010s. A design of this size pushed the design tools to their maximum

capabilities, a fact illustrated by the need to get special permission from NeoCAD to

acquire a license to partition to morc than thrce devices. When originally placing and rout-

ing this design, some problems were encountered. Global buffers associated with some of

the control signal were not able to be placed on some of the FPGAs. This turned out to be

a software related problem and not a problem relating to the design or the partitioning

rcsults. The solution to this was to manually place the global buffers, and lock their place-

ment before running the automatic place and route tools.

The first trial of the emulator was run using the LFSR scheme. This trial was suc-

cessfully run at a speed of 500 KHz. The timing was generated by the built-in Xilinx oscil-

lator and controlled by the test station. When a timing sequence was complete a trigger

signal was generated on the emulator which was read by the tester.

The second trial, using the CSTP scheme was not successfully run. The results

generated by this tdal werc not reproducible. The CSTP scheme had successfully mod-

elled a pseudorandom number generator. Unfortunately this was not the goal of the

research. The problem was attributed to poor clock distribution, and too high of a clocking
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frequency. Although the maximum operating frequency of each of the FPGAs was known,

it was not know how many paths had been split during the partitioning process. If a long

path had been split four times, then the maximum operating frequency of the system could

be four times the maximum operating frequency of the slowest FPGA. If the path had

been split ten times, the operating frequency could be reduced by ten. Because of this

unknown fàctor, it was decided to slow the CSTP scheme down to 125 KHz.

To irnplement this clock speed, the design had to be re-compiled by the NeoCAD

tools. After partitioning of the slower design, a fatal error was produced by the place and

route software. The errol was attributed to the software. It involved the software being

unable to implement the Xilinx wide-edge decoder maclos. This en'or is scheduled to be

fixed for the 7.0 release of the NeoCAD tools. Attempts were made to re-partition the

design, in hopes that the error would not occur(it becomes manifest because the partition-

ing results), however, this was not successful.

Due to the problems associated with the paltitioning process, it was decided to

implement a single FPGA design. A subset of the previous design was chosen. The sixteen

bit ALU was now the focus. This design was able to fit into exactly one XC4010, using all

400 of the CLBs. The design was able to be placed and routed without difflculty. This

demonstrates the excellent routing resources available for the 4000 series.

Both the LFSR and CSTP schemes were emulated, and the results were as

expected. The tests implemented in Chapter two could not be repeated with this emulator',

as there is cunently no process to evaluate the test signatures after each clock cycle. New

methodologies, implemented on the same hardware, could produce similal results, but

probably at the expense of other factors.
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3.8 Xilinx Emulator- Rants and Raves

The worst characteristic of this implementation, is the large hardware ovelhead.

The hardware overhead increases the delays on the FPGAs due to the large number of glo-

bal signals distributed throughout the chip. Operating fiequencies cannot currently be

expected to exceed one to two MHz. The operating fi'equency could be increased if more

care is taken in the design stage. Clock distribution for this emulatol did not exploit the

dedicated clocking nets. It should be noted that the clock net was not the constraining fac-

tor for the speed of the emulator, however', if the clock did use the dedicated routing, one

more of the global buffers would have been available.

Another step in the design flow that may have increase the efficiency of the emula-

tor is the crcation of macros. Most of the parts used in the emulator, were mapped to the

CLBs at the lowest level of the design. If the designer maps specific instances of the

design individually, that portion of the design may be fixed in terms of CLB usage. This

will make for a more efficient mapping and possibly partitioning, in terms of speed. It will

insure that parts of the design that are meant to be closely associated in a space will stay

that way. This may not lead to the most eff,cient use of the hardware resources on the

FPGA. By creating hard macros, the mapping software will not be allowed to map into

some CLBs that ar.e not fully utilized. Because the CLBs are not fully packed, the emula-

tor gate capacity would decrease from its cunent estimation.

The IIP D20 test software was not the most efficient method of controlling the

emulator. The software was available and working, and so was manipulated to fit the emu-

lator application. The VXI test station is an excellent platform for conÍol hardware, and in

the near future the HP VEE-TEST software will be available to act as the software inter-

face for the test station. This may allow for the clock signal to be generated and controlled

directlv from the test station.
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3.9 Chapter Summary

In this chapter a novel fault emulation scheme based on an Aptix FPCB, and four

Xilinx 4010 FPGAs has been presented. This emulator utilized the presence of FPIDs and

FPGAs on the same board to implement multi-chip designs. The emulator relied on the

ability to create multi-chip designs in order to allow the extra-harclware overheacl needed

to compensate t'or the lack of partial dynamic l.eprogrammability.

The tests performed showed that is possible to cl'eate multi-chip designs. At this

time creation of multi-chip designs on a large scale is not a trivial process. For this process

to become transparent to the Llser, many improvements have to be made in both the tools

available and the design methodology in general. As many of the tools used here are in

their infancy, it is expected that emulators based on such a system will becom e realizable

in the ftiture. As well, if such a process would be commercialized, it is expected that the

design tools would be fully integrated, with a clear design methodology.
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EONCå-,USTONS ANÐ F'K]T&]R.E WORK

This thesis has demonstrated two distinct implementations of an FPGA based

emulation system. The rational for designing an emulation system was to showcase the

applications of reprogrammable hardware. Most applications using FPGAs do not take

advantage of the reprogrammable nature of the device. As these devices have matured, the

possible applications of the technology has also grown, and the two implementations pre-

sented here, highlight two different features of FPGA technology.

The first emulator, discussed in Chapter 2, highlighted the partial dynamic lecon-

figuration possible when using the Algotronix CALI024 FPGA. This featurc was

exploited when dynamically inserting fault models into the designs. The emulator was

also used to demonstrate the eff,ciency of emulation over simulation. This was demon-

strated by emulating a BIST technique that was not well suited for parallel fault simula-

tion. The two BIST techniques examined were LFSR based and CSTP based.

The emulator was also used to evaluate ttre CSTP scheme. Result from the tests

performed on this BIST scheme, revealed that CSTP appears to be a viable low overhead

altemative to other traditional BIST schemes.

The second emulator, discussed in Chapter 3, highlighted the scalability of an

emulation system using both FPGAs and FPIDs. This system did not use the dynamic

rcconfiguration process as in the previous chapter'. Instead this emulatol relied on capacity
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and scalability to implement all test overhead, including fault models and control stmc-

tures. New software was usecl to implement the partitioning of the design. A methodology

for partitioning was examined, and partially implemented. Failures in the current software

revealed the inadequacies of this relatively new technology. Improvements made in the

ftrture will make such applications much more practical and useful.

4"1 Future Wonlç

Future work on fault emulation systems could produce a commercially viable

product. Work on a dynamically reconfigurable emulator, will have to rely on new FPGA

architecture, as the Algotronix FPGAs ale no longer available.

Continued work on the Xilinx/Aptix based system should include exploring new

paltitioning strategies in ordel to increase the speed of the design and to ease the place and

route processes. Work should also be done, in examining whether designs that use only

two or thrce of the available FPGAs can be effectively implemented.

Further testing of the CSTP and other non-traditional BIST schemes would be very

useful. Detetmining effects of test-paths, and signature taps could easily be implement on

the current emulation board. This work should be carried on by those already in the testing

f,eld.

Finally the development of a set of VHDL based "Emulation" libraries would be a

signif,cant improvement over the existing schematic capture based design entry. Such a

library could be targeted for emulation purposes, and the same design could target a differ-

ent library for implementation. This would greatly enhance the emulation design flow.
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TESTTNG TVT,RVïEW

4.1"n Inftoduction

Due to the increasing density of Integlated Circuits (ICs) and ever increasing

demands for high product quality in manufacturing and throughout the life-cycle of an IC

product, Built-In Self-Test (BIST) has evolved into an integral element of circuit design

t10lt11l. All BIST techniques require two basic elements: a test pattem generator, and a

signature compactor. These two elements serve the purpose of defining the test and storing

the results. The test vectors must be able to activate the fault and have the faulty behaviour

propagate to a primary output. The signature compaction must be able to capture and

retain this faulty behaviour. Both elements are equally important when evaluating the

quality of the test.

Various test schemes have used different methodologies to produce these compo-

nents, ranging from Linear Feed Back Shift Registers (LFSR) to Cellular Automata

(CA)tlLJll2l. These schemes have been widely accepted as standard methods for both

test vector generation and signature compaction, and are effective for both. However, both

of these schemes have the undesirable element of adding alarge hardwarc overhead to the

IC. A proposed alternative to LFSR or CA based schemes is the Circular Self-Test Path

(CSTP) scheme. This is a low hardware overhead scheme that is similar to the simultane-

ous self-test (SST) approach prcsented in [13].
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Al.2 LFSR Based Schemes

LFSRs use modulo 2 based arithmetic to produce polynomial based bit streams

that act as the test vector inputs. The LFSR produces a pseudorandom pattern to the inputs

of the circuit. The number of the pseudorandom patterns can be determined by the polyno-

mial implemented in the LFSR. For test purposes a maximal length polynomial is chosen

to insul'e the gleatest possible range of test vectors. The only vector or state not covered by

such a test vector generatot' is the all zero vectol'. If a maximal length polynomial is imple-

mented, the initial seed will not effect the test quality to a gleat degree as long as the initial

seed is not the all zero vectol'.

A maximal length polynomial of degree 4 (as used in an 4 bit LFSR) is

Max length 4th order polynomial : X4 + X3 + l (1'1.2)

The implementation of this polynomial can be seen in Figure 41.8 and is derived as fol-

lows. The recursive behaviour of a shift rcgister can be described as:

an,: f ,,o*-, (Ar.3)
t: I

where ci:0 or 1 depending on the feedback. The generating function is stated as:

45

where üm represents the history of the output stage of a shift rcgister where a¡ : 0 or I

depending on the state of the output at time t¡. By applying the formula 41.2 into 41.3,

G(x) can be simplif,ed to become:
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At this point, the denominator

t'l

.Eaf(T) l- ) c',x
Z-¿ I

i: r

will be referred to as the characteristic polynomial of the sequence

LFSR used to produce itfl 1].

(A 1.6)

tnt as well as of the

+/h+tf71 :XOR

Figure 41.8 Implementation of a Maximal Length Four Bit LFSR

From Figure 41.8 it is clear that the recursive definition of the LFSR is

a : a ^+am m-3 m-4

'When the above definition is applied to equation 41.5, the polynomial stated in 41.1 is

derived. This implementation will produce sequence of 2a-I unique four bit outputs.

Signature compaction can take place by using the same LFSR structure as dis-

cussed previously. In this case the LFSR performs a recursive compaction. This can occur

as a single serjal bit stream or in parallel. The end result will be a unique pattern based on

the sequence of the previous pattems. In this way the signature compaction acts as a finite

state machine, with each state being dependant on the previous one. When one of the
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states in the sequence changes, the rest of the states in the sequence will also change.

Thus, there can be repeated states for any given set of inputs, however, thele should be a

unique sequence. This concept is illustlated in Figure 41.9. The filst sequence represents

the signature compaction occurring with correct outpnts from the circuit under test into the

A
Initial
Seed

Normal LFSR sequence Faulty LFSR sequence

Ø State at Output

Figure AI.9 Examples of Two LFSR Signature Compaclion Sequences

LFSR. After six clock cycles the LFSR pattem conesponds to the pattern represented by

state B (centre, bottom). ln the next sequence, a fault in the circuit has propagated to the

output and affects the sequence at the fourth clock cycle. After the third clock cycle the

sequence has reached state A, however, instead of changing to state C, as in the normal

sequence, the LFSR will go into state B. The sequence then continues through state E and

ends on state C. When the user checks the output of the LFSR at the end of the test, it can

be seen that the signature of the circuit is not correct. In an actual application there would

be more states present. The number of states is equal to 2n, where n is the number of regis-

ters used in the LFSR. Thus for an LFSR of length 16, there would be 2t6 possible states.

47

B
Faulty LFSR sequence
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For this kind of signature compaction scheme there is always the possibility of

aliasing. Aliasing is defined as the occurrence of a fault free signature aftet the completion

of a faulty sequence. However for a reasonable number of clock cycles the plobability of

aliasing for such a scheme is vely low and is approximated as:

I

P(Aliasins) = l
^"L

(4r.7)

where n is the length o1'the LFSR. For an LFSR o1 length l6 this would result in a proba-

bility of aliasing of .00153o/o.

41.3 Circular Self-Test Path Based Schemes

Circular Self-Test Path (CSTP) is a testing scheme that uses existing rcgisters in

the circuit to both generate the test vectors, and to perform the task of signature compres-

sion. This is achieved by augmenting a rcgister with an XOR gate and a multiplexer. Each

register's output can be fed to the adjacent register's input where it is XOR'd along with

the normal input. This is shown in Figure 41.10. The test path can be extended through all

the registers in the circuit, and must include the registers to the primary inputs and primary

outputs, as illustrated by the circuit shown in Figure 41.11.

The test vectors are defined as the bit stream to the primary inputs, as is the case

witlt LFSR based testing schemes. The signature compaction takes place throughout the

entire test path (as does the test vector generation, the test vectors themselves are defined

at the primary inputs). Because of this unique quality, the signature may be tapped from

any of the registers in the test path. The quality of the signature compaction may be

dependant on the source of the signature. This was not explored in the prcsent research.
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Normal Register Operation

CSTP Register Operation

Figure AI.I0 Hardv,are Rer1uíretlJbr CSTP scheme

It is the low hardw¿u'e overhead, that is to say, the inclusion of a single gate and a

multiplexer, that makes the CSTP scheme especially beneficial for BIST. However, due to

the feed back loop (the test path) the present state of the inputs to the circuit are dependant

on the previous state of the registers in the test path. Because of this relationship, parallel

fault simulators can not operate effectively on such a circuit. Normally in parallel fault

simulation all the inputs to the circuit are known. Because this is not the case for CSTP,

the parallel structure of the simulator cannot be exploited. This means that the simulation

time will increase significantly, and a trade-offbetween hardware overhead and simulation

time overhead develops. This trade-off may be one of the reasons that CSTP has not been

widely accepted.
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=o

Circuit Normal Opelation

r*@E

A¡E:-t'
L-----E

r@

s E &

E E E

Path Operation

@Ë-[

: Circular Self-Test Path
Circular Self-Test

Figure Al.ll Schematic of Basic CSTP ConJiguration

^1.4 
Fault Modelling

Every single stuck-at fault has an associated fault model. These fault models phys-

ically replace the gate under test during the emulation. As an example, let us examine the

two input AND gate. For such a gate there are four possible equivalent fault models. If the

output of the gate is stuck at zero, úte gate is modelled as a ground. If the output is stuck at

one, the gate is modelled as a voltage source. If either input A or B is stuck at one, the

associated fault model is a buffer from line B or A respectively. When either input A or B

is stuck atzero, the fault model is equivalent to the output of the gate being stuck at zero,

which was mentioned earlier. This example is shown in Figure Al.l2.
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5V

IE

X Stuck at one

(8 Sflick atzero

Figure AI .12 Equivalenl FaLtLl Models Jor a Two InpLrt AND G¿tte

Table 41.4 gives a complete listing of two input gates and their associated fault

models.

Table 41.4 Fault Models for All TWo Input Gates

Gate Fault Fault Model

AND SA1-Output VDD

SA0-Output GND

SAl-InputA Buffer-InputB

SA1-InputB Buffer-InputA

NAND SAl-Output VDD

SA0-Output GND

SA0-InputA Inverter-InputB

SA0-InputB lnverter-InputA

OR SA1-Output VDD

SA0-Output GND

SA0-InputA Buffer-InputB

SA0-InputB Buffer-InputA
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Tâble 41.4 Fault Models for All TWo Input Gates

Gate Fault Fault Model

NOR SA1-Output VDD

SA0-Output GND

SAI-lnputA Invelter-InputB

SAI -InputB Inverter-InputA

XOR SA l-Output VDD

SA0-Output GND

SA l-lnputA Inverter'-[nputB

SA0-InputA Buffer-InputB

SA1-InputB Inverter-InputA

SA0-InputB Buffer-InputA

XNOR SA1-Output VDD

SA0-Output GND

SA1-InputA Buffer-lnputB

SA0-InputA lnverter-InputB

SAl-InputB Buffer-InputA

SA0-InputB Inverter-InputB
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ASIC - Application Specific Integrated Circuitry

ALU - Arithmetic Logic Unit

BIST - Built-In Self-Test

CA - Cellular Automata

CAL - Configurable Anay Logic

CLB - Configurable Logic Block

CSTP - Circular Self-Test Path

EPROM - Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory

EEPROM - Electronically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory

FPGA - Field Programmable Gate Array

FPID - Field Programmable Interconnect Device

LFSR - Linear Feedback Shift Register

PLD - Programmable Logic Device

RAM - Random Access Memory

ROM - Read Only Memory

SRAM - Static Read Onlv Memorv
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